The Geographic Roadway Runoff Inventory Program (GRRIP) provides an inventory of roadway drainage facilities, located in environmentally sensitive areas or defined scenic areas. The geographic inventory project included twenty-nine separate categories of environmentally sensitive areas. The map is designed to provide an overview of a town's environmental and streamflow information.

The map was produced by SPRDEU (Southcoast Regional Planning and Development Council) and was updated in 2016. The data used for this map was compiled from various sources, including aerial photography, topographic maps, and field observations. The map is intended for general informational purposes only and should not be used for legal, engineering, or planning purposes.

The funding for this project was provided by the Executive Office of Transportation (EOT).

Coles River Dam area: the structure carries drainages from the plaza to the west and Route 6 from the intersection of the Swansea Mall Drive to the river. Channels are increasingly sitting-in and being narrowed, preventing fish passage; the presence of iron and typhoid galli (the "orange slime" visible in photos) has also greatly increased in the streambed and existing drainage and flow control structures; this has been a chronic problem over the years.